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Impaired Expected Value Computations in
Schizophrenia Are Associated With a Reduced
Ability to Integrate Reward Probability and
Magnitude of Recent Outcomes

Dennis Hernaus, Michael J. Frank, Elliot C. Brown, Jaime K. Brown, James M. Gold, and
James A. Waltz
ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Motivational deficits in people with schizophrenia (PSZ) are associated with an inability to integrate
the magnitude and probability of previous outcomes. The mechanisms that underlie probability-magnitude integration
deficits, however, are poorly understood. We hypothesized that increased reliance on “valueless” stimulus-response
associations, in lieu of expected value (EV)-based learning, could drive probability-magnitude integration deficits in
PSZ with motivational deficits.
METHODS: Healthy volunteers (n = 38) and PSZ (n = 49) completed a learning paradigm consisting of four stimulus
pairs. Reward magnitude (3, 2, 1, 0 points) and probability (90%, 80%, 20%, 10%) determined each stimulus’s EV.
Following a learning phase, new and familiar stimulus pairings were presented. Participants were asked to select
stimuli with the highest reward value.
RESULTS: PSZ with high motivational deficits made increasingly less optimal choices as the difference in reward
value (probability 3 magnitude) between two competing stimuli increased. Using a previously validated computa-
tional hybrid model, PSZ relied less on EV (“Q-learning”) and more on stimulus-response learning (“actor-critic”),
which correlated with Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms motivational deficit severity. PSZ
specifically failed to represent reward magnitude, consistent with model demonstrations showing that response
tendencies in the actor-critic were preferentially driven by reward probability.
CONCLUSIONS: Probability-magnitude deficits in PSZ with motivational deficits arise from underutilization of EV in
favor of reliance on valueless stimulus-response associations. Confirmed by our computational hybrid framework,
probability-magnitude integration deficits were driven specifically by a failure to represent reward magnitude. This
work provides a first mechanistic explanation of complex EV-based learning deficits in PSZ with motivational
deficits that arise from an inability to combine information from different reward modalities.
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Many people with schizophrenia (PSZ) suffer from a reduced
tendency to engage in goal-directed behavior (1,2), termed
amotivation or avolition. These deficits in motivation can
contribute substantially to poor functional capacity and quality
of life (3–5). One explanation suggests that motivational defi-
cits result from a specific impairment in the ability to precisely
represent the value of an action or choice (expected value [EV])
coupled with overreliance on “valueless” stimulus-response
associations (6–8). Support for this computational account,
however, comes from studies using reinforcement learning
(RL) paradigms in which reward probability (the chance of
obtaining a reward) solely determines EV. Importantly, other
evidence indicates that EV estimation deficits in PSZ (with
motivational deficits) are most prominent when EV depends on
ª 2018 Society of Biological Psychiatry. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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the successful integration of reward magnitude (size) and
probability.

One important line of evidence suggesting prominent defi-
cits in EV representation comes from the Iowa Gambling Task
(9), in which participants select from four card decks with
varying reward magnitude and probability. Performance defi-
cits on this task, in PSZ, are driven by a reduced ability to
integrate long-term outcome magnitude and probability
(10–12). These deficits extend to contexts in which participants
choose between earning a small certain reward or gamble for a
larger reward (a “framing” task) (13). When reward magnitude
and probability vary continuously, impaired EV computations in
PSZ with motivational deficits are primarily driven by
decreased sensitivity to reward magnitude (14). In contrast,
All rights reserved.
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PSZ can optimize task performance eventually if they learn
about reward probability (15). Thus, the available evidence
suggests that probability-magnitude integration deficits in PSZ
(with motivational deficits) may be driven by impaired sensi-
tivity to reward magnitude specifically, and by somewhat
spared tracking of reward probability. To date, however, the
computational mechanisms associated with an inability to
integrate reward probability and magnitude into the estimation
of EV has never been investigated. The goal of the current
study was to use computational modeling to provide a
mechanistic account of probability-magnitude integration
deficits in PSZ.

There are several approaches to RL in computational models,
which may in turn relate to different cognitive and neural mech-
anisms. While all RL models involve the reward prediction error
(RPE) as a critical quantity that drives learning, the way in which
the RPE is calculated and used to optimize behavior differs
among classes. In the Q-learning framework (16), RPEs are used
to update the EV of every action (here, choosing a stimulus), and
choices are then executed directly based on the relative EV es-
timate. Computational models and neural data suggest that the
dynamic representation of EV—specifically, the integration of
reward magnitude and probability—crucially involves the orbi-
tofrontal cortex (OFC) (17–22). In the actor-critic framework (23),
however, RPEs are not used to directly update choice EV.
Instead, the direct actor develops action propensities in a
valueless space; choice preferences are only indirectly related to
RPEs generated by the critic. One potential mechanism involved
in the formation of such stimulus-response associations is
thought to be the gradual tuning of basal ganglia (BG) synaptic
weights in response to dopaminergic RPEs (24,25).

Although the differences between these two model classes
may seem subtle, and both algorithms will generally produce
adaptive learning, they can make categorically different pre-
dictions in particular scenarios. For example, since the actor
only relies on choice propensities, given a novel choice between
an option that had yielded gains and another one that had
merely avoided losses, the actor will not exhibit a preference for
the higher EV option if both options had given rise to positive
RPEs in the critic. Using a hybrid computational model that al-
lows for parametric mixing between Q-learning and actor-critic
learning, we have previously shown that decreased reliance
on the former and a relative increase in the latter can account for
decreased gain-seeking behavior and overvaluation of contex-
tual information in PSZ with motivational deficits (6,7), both of
which result in a poor representation of EV. While we have
argued previously, using this approach, that decreased reliance
on EV and overutilization of stimulus-response associations
serves as one computational framework of impaired goal-
directed behavior, the ability of this framework to provide a
mechanistic explanation of complex probability-magnitude
integration deficits has never been assessed (6,7). Moreover,
probability-magnitude integration deficits in PSZ provide a
unique opportunity to assess the generalizability of the
computational hybrid framework to other EV estimation deficits.

In the current study, we hypothesized that the hybrid
computational framework, via a reduction in Q-learning relative
to actor-critic–type learning, can potentially account for
abnormal probability-magnitude integration. First, because
actor weights increase with each critic RPE, in stochastic
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Ne
environments they do not converge to a true expected value,
and as such they are overly influenced by frequency. Second,
neural network models of OFC and BG (26) have suggested
that dysfunction of the OFC can bias BG choices to be pri-
marily driven by reward probability, whereas OFC integrity was
needed to improve EV estimation by reward magnitudes.
Similar probability patterns have been observed in algorithmic
versions of this BG model, as in the Opponent Actor Learning
architecture, which is a modified actor-critic based on physi-
ological properties of the BG (25). To the degree that
Q-learning and actor-critic capture OFC- and BG-like proper-
ties, we thus hypothesized that such a probability bias might
be captured by our hybrid computational model in terms of an
overreliance on actor-critic versus Q-learning.

In the study reported here, participants were presented with
an RL task in which they learned to select stimuli with the
highest reward value. Pairs of stimuli differed in both reward
probability and magnitude. In a subsequent transfer phase, old
and novel pairs of stimuli were presented. Optimal perfor-
mance in this phase of the task crucially depended on one’s
ability to integrate reward probability and magnitude, which is
different from more common RL paradigms, where EV is a
function of reward probability only.

Through computational modeling and statistical analyses, we
tested for the first time whether probability-magnitude integra-
tiondeficits inPSZ (withmotivational deficits) could be explained
by underutilization of EV and/or overreliance on stimulus-
response associations. In line with previous work (6,7,27), we
predicted that deficits in the representation of EV should
become more apparent as choices become easier. That is, we
predicted that performance differences between PSZ and
healthy volunteers would be largest when the difference in EV
between two competing stimuli was greatest (note that greater
deficits with increasing difficulty would point to a more general
learning impairment). Moreover, we expected that probability-
magnitude integration deficits in PSZ, as well as reliance on
reward probability versus magnitude in the entire sample, would
correlate with the degree to which individuals relied on
Q-learning versus actor-critic type learning. Finally, we expected
probability-magnitude deficits and computational evidence
thereof to correlate with the severity of motivational deficits.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants

Our study included 49 participants with a diagnosis of
schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (PSZ) and 38 healthy
volunteers (HVs) who did not differ on, among other factors,
age, gender, and ethnicity (Table 1). Inclusion criteria and
cognitive and clinical assessment details are reported in the
Supplement (see “Cognitive and Clinical Assessments,”
including cutoff scores for less severe motivational deficit
[LMD] and more severe motivational deficit [MMD] subgroups).
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants
prior to the experiment.

Probability-Magnitude Integration Task

Participants completed a probabilistic stimulus selection task
consisting of a learning phase (160 trials) and test/transfer
uroimaging March 2019; 4:280–290 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 281
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Table 1. Sample Demographics

HVs
(n = 38)

PSZ
(n = 49) t/c2 p

Age, Years 37.16 (12.65) 38.63 (10.58) 20.59 .56

Gender (F, M), n 13, 25 16, 33 0.02 .88

Race (African American,
Caucasian, other), n

15, 21, 2 19, 26, 4 0.28 .87

Education Level, Yearsa 14.94 (1.97) 13.06 (2.07) 4.23 ,.001

Maternal Education Level 14.57 (2.16) 13.48 (2.44) 2.10 .04

Paternal Education Level 14.40 (2.90) 13.37 (3.60) 1.38 .17

WTAR IQ 112.18 (10.59) 97.47 (16.97) 4.68 ,.001

WASI IQ 117.47 (8.67) 100.69 (13.84) 6.54 ,.001

MATRICS Domains

Processing speed 55.26 (8.71) 37.55 (13.21) 7.14 ,.001

Attention/vigilance 53.21 (7.58) 41.29 (11.22) 5.63 ,.001

Working memory 50.92 (9.25) 39.47 (10.50) 5.31 ,.001

Verbal learning 54.00 (9.06) 39.53 (9.04) 7.40 ,.001

Visual learning 50.47 (9.88) 36.41 (13.68) 5.35 ,.001

Reasoning 52.37 (10.31) 42.22 (10.37) 4.54 ,.001

Social cognition 53.61 (9.09) 39.37 (10.74) 6.55 ,.001

MATRICS overall score 54.32 (8.00) 32.71 (12.55) 9.25 ,.001

Antipsychotic Medication

Total haloperidol — 11.57 (8.26) — —

Clinical Ratings

BPRS positive, sum — 7.92 (3.94) — —

SANS AA/RF, sum — 16.16 (8.14) — —

SANS AFB/Alog, sum 11.02 (7.83) — —

Values are mean (SD), except where noted.
AA/RF, avolition-apathy (including role-functioning) and asociality-

anhedonia; AFB, affective flattening; Alog, alogia; BPRS, Brief
Psychiatric Rating Scale; F, female; HVs, healthy volunteers; M, male;
PSZ, people with schizophrenia; SANS, Scale for the Assessment of
Negative Symptoms; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence; WTAR, Wechsler Test of Adult Reading.

aEducation level missing for 2 HVs; maternal education level missing
for 3 HVs and 2 PSZ; paternal education level missing for 3 HVs and 3
PSZ.
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phase (64 trials) (Figure 1). During each learning phase trial, two
stimuli were presented, on either side of a fixation cross.
Participants were prompted to select one stimulus by pressing
either the left or right trigger on a gamepad using their left or
right index finger. Each choice was followed immediately by
feedback, in the form of a number of points (13, 12, 11,
or 10). The eight stimuli differed in the probability and
magnitude of the expected reward. For one pair, one stimulus
resulted in a three-point win on 90% of all trials, and a zero-
point win on 10% of trials. The other option resulted in a
three-point win on 10% of all trials, and a zero-point win on
90% of trials (90-10/3 pair). The other three pairs were a “90-
10/1” (one-point win 90% of the time for the optimal stimulus,
one-point win 10% of the time for the nonoptimal stimulus),
“80-20/2” (two-point win 80% of the time for the optimal
stimulus, two-point win 20% of the time for the nonoptimal
stimulus), and “80-20/1” (one-point win 80% of the time for the
optimal stimulus, one-point win 20% of the time for the
nonoptimal stimulus) pair. All pairs were presented 40 times in
pseudorandomized order. Stimulus location (optimal stimulus
282 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging M
on left or right side of screen) was randomized and counter-
balanced across trials, and stimulus-value pairings were fully
randomized across participants. Participants were informed
that the aim of the task was to accumulate as many points as
possible, and that they would be rewarded for good perfor-
mance. All participants received the same monetary perfor-
mance bonus at the end of the experiment.

The purpose of the test/transfer phase was to assess par-
ticipants’ ability to combine reward probability and magnitude
into a representation of EV. Participants were presented with
the four familiar learning phase pairs (“acquisition pairs”; four
presentations per pair) and 24 novel pairs of stimuli (two pre-
sentations per pair) and received the following instructions:
“Please choose the picture that feels like it’s worth more points
based on what you have learned during the previous block.”
Stimulus location was randomized across trials. Crucially, for
many of these trials, the optimal answer depended on the
ability to combine the expected probability and magnitude of a
stimulus (e.g., 80/2 vs. 90/1, or 10/3 vs. 20/2). No performance
feedback was presented during the test/transfer phase.

Hybrid Computational Model

Using 1) posterior predictive simulations (using the fitted pa-
rameters to simulate performance), 2) demonstrations of
learning on the basis of reward magnitude and probability, and
3) quantifications of model evidence, the “hybrid-probability”
model was most likely to be the optimal model. Crucially, in the
hybrid-probability model, Q-learning had access to the reward
magnitude of outcomes, while the actor-critic received only
binary outcomes (i.e., zero or one point). Thus, in the hybrid-
probability model, learning in the actor-critic was restricted
to reward frequency. Owing to space restrictions, we report all
our computational model details (including rationale, simula-
tions, model demonstrations, fitting procedure, and model
evidence) in the Supplement.

Statistical Analyses

Effects of diagnostic group (PSZ vs. HV), trial block (four
blocks of 10 trials), and choice pair (90-10/3, 80-20/2, 90-10/1,
80-20/1) on acquisition pair performance were investigated
using a repeated measures analysis of variance. Between-
group differences in model parameters were ascertained us-
ing univariate analysis of variance and independent sample
t tests.

In accordance with previous work (7), novel stimulus pairs in
the test/transfer phase were ranked using the difference in EV
between two competing stimuli (EV = probability 3 magnitude)
(see Supplemental Table S1 for details regarding stimulus
combinations). A value difference tracking slope was
computed for every participant using a logistic regression with
value difference (value left 2 value right) as predictor and
button press (left = 1, right = 0) as a nuisance regressor
(thereby correcting for the tendency to select one side of the
screen over the other).

Exploratory analyses into trials that were matched for
reward magnitude while differing in reward probability (“prob-
ability discrimination trials”; 90/1-80/1), and trials that were
matched for reward probability while differing in reward
magnitude (“magnitude discrimination trials”; 90/3-90/1 and
arch 2019; 4:280–290 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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Figure 1. Graphical overview of the probability-magnitude integration task. EV, expected value; mag, magnitude; prob, probability.
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80/2-80/1), were conducted, as well as a group 3 trial type
(probability-magnitude discrimination) interaction. The latter
analysis investigated whether performance advantages
conferred by learning from reward magnitude versus learning
from reward probability differed between the two diagnostic
groups.

Correlation analyses were conducted using Spearman’s
coefficients (due to non-normal distributions of many vari-
ables). Key findings, including group differences in learning
phase accuracy, value difference tracking slope, mixing
parameter (HV vs. MMD), and correlations between the mixing
parameter and test/transfer phase performance in the entire
sample, all survived Bonferroni correction for the number of
model parameters (p = .01). Skewness and kurtosis of all pa-
rameters was within the 22/12 bounds, and HV versus MMD
parameters differences remained when repeating analyses
using a Mann-Whitney U test.
RESULTS

Demographics

Participant groups did not differ on key demographic variables,
including, age, gender, race, and paternal education, although
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Ne
PSZ scored lower on measures of IQ and all MATRICS
Consensus Cognitive Battery subdomains (Table 1). LMD and
MMD subgroups did not differ on IQ (Wechsler Test of Adult
Reading: t47 = 0.35, p = .73), MATRICS performance (overall:
t47 = 1.42, p = .17), antipsychotic dosage (t47 = 21.04, p = .31),
the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) positive symptom
factor (t47 = 21.49, p = .14), or BPRS depression scores
(t47 = 20.59, p = .56).

Performance on Acquisition Pairs

In the learning phase, HVs compared with PSZ overall more
often selected the optimal stimulus (F1,85 = 13.41, p , .001).
There was no evidence for a group 3 trial block 3 pair
(F7.22,613.92 = 0.44, p = .88), group 3 pair (F2.68,228.01 = 0.29, p =
.81), or group 3 trial block (F2.33,197.73 = 0.48, p = .77) inter-
action. HVs outperformed PSZ on all stimulus pairs (90-10/3,
t85 = 3.17, p = .002; 80-20/2; t85 = 2.90, p = .005; 90-10/1; t85 =
1.90, p = .06; 80-20/1; t85 = 2.62, p = .01) (Figure 2A). Per-
formance in block 4 (trials 31–40) was above chance in both
participant groups for every pair (all p, .001). There was also a
main effect of pair (F2.69,231 = 15.17, p , .001), with post hoc
comparisons suggesting that both greater reward magnitude
(90-10/3 vs. 90-10/1, t86 = 4.50, p , .001; 80-20/2 vs. 80-20/1,
uroimaging March 2019; 4:280–290 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 283
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Figure 2. Performance on acquisition phase pairs.
(A) Trial-by-trial (large figure) and average (small
figure) learning phase accuracy (below “learning”),
plotted next to average accuracy on acquisition
phase pairs in the test/transfer phase (below
“transfer”). (B) Test/transfer phase performance on
novel pairs ranked on expected value (EV)
(probability-by-magnitude) difference between two
competing stimuli, once presented for every level of
value difference separately (“novel pairs”), and once
presented as the value difference tracking slope (for
less severe motivational deficit [LMD] and more
severe motivational deficit [MMD] separately; “value
difference tracking slope”). Two LMD and one MMD
were removed from these analyses due to limited
choice variability, which produced extreme perfor-
mance slopes (marked in red). *p , .05, **p , .01,
***p , .001. Small asterisks above bars represent
significance against chance. Error bars in panel (A)
represent SEM and in (B) reflect 95% confidence
intervals. HVs, healthy volunteers; PSZ, people with
schizophrenia.
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t86 = 1.58, p = .12) and probability (90-10/1 vs. 80-20/1, t86 =
2.68, p = .009; 90-10/3 vs. 80-20/2, t86 = 5.08, p , .001)
conferred performance improvements.

In the test/transfer phase, HVs compared with PSZ also
selected the optimal stimulus more often (F1,85 = 10.26, p =
.002). Specifically, HVs outperformed PSZ on 90-10/3 (t85 =
2.68, p = .009) and 80-20/1 (t85 = 2.51, p = .01), but not 80-
20/2 (t85 = 1.34, p = .19) and 90-10/1 (t85 = 1.64, p = .10)
trials (Figure 2A). Nevertheless, PSZ and HVs performed
above chance on all original pairs (all p , .001), suggesting
that both groups had developed a preference for the optimal
stimulus.

Subgroup analyses in LMD and MMD subgroups revealed
no evidence for an effect of motivational deficit severity on
acquisition pair accuracy during either experiment phase
(Supplemental Results, Supplemental Figure S6).
284 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging M
Performance on Novel Transfer Pairs

The value difference tracking slope was greater for HVs than
PSZ (t82 = 3.34, p = .001; 3 PSZ were removed due to limited
choice variability) (see Supplemental Figure S7 for perfor-
mance on every test/transfer phase pair for each diagnostic
group) and remained significant when not correcting for a side-
bias (i.e., logistic regression investigation correct choices as a
function of value difference [optimal stimulus 2 suboptimal
stimulus]; t82 = 4.72, p , .001). In line with predictions, these
data indicate that PSZ performance improved less as the dif-
ference in EV between two competing stimuli increased.
Importantly, the group difference in the value difference
tracking slope was driven by motivational deficit (avoltion/role-
functioning and anhedonia/asociality subscales) severity (HVs
vs. LMD, t56 = 1.78, p = .08; HVs vs. MMD, t62 = 3.80, p, .001,
LMD vs. MMD, t44 = 0.65, p = .10) (Figure 2B). These results
arch 2019; 4:280–290 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI
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Table 2. Hybrid-Probability Model Parameters

HVs (n = 38) PSZ (n = 49) t p

Critic Learning Rate (ac) 0.49 (0.42) 0.32 (0.37) 1.95 .35

Actor Learning Rate (aa) 0.66 (0.41) 0.56 (0.43) 1.06 .29

Q Learning Rate (aQ) 0.29 (0.31) 0.23 (0.32) 0.86 .39

Mixing Parameter (m) 0.64 (0.34) 0.48 (0.39) 2.04 .04

Inverse Temperature (b)a 0.34 (0.41) 0.29 (0.42) 0.50 .62

Values are n (SD).
HVs, healthy volunteers; PSZ, people with schizophrenia.
ab is inverse temperature multiplied by 100.
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suggest that the MMD subgroup specifically was poorer at
integrating reward probability and magnitude. BPRS positive
symptom scores were not associated with the value difference
tracking slope (Spearman’s r = .15, p = .32).

Focusing on selective trials matched for probability and
magnitude, we observed a group 3 trial type interaction
(F1,85 = 4.35, p = .04) (Figure 3). Post hoc analyses revealed
that HVs performed better on magnitude discrimination than
probability discrimination trials (t37 = 3.59, p = .001), while PSZ
performed similarly on magnitude and probability discrimina-
tion trials (t48 = 0.73, p = .47) (Figure 3). The difference between
performance on magnitude- and probability-discrimination
trials—that is, the difference between the advantage
conferred by higher reward magnitude versus higher reward
probability—highly correlated with the value difference
tracking slope, suggesting that participants who performed
better on magnitude discrimination trials overall performed
better in the test/transfer phase (Spearman’s r = .56, p, .001).

Computational Modeling Analyses: Avolitional PSZ
Overutilize Stimulus-Response Associations

Mean hybrid-probability model parameter estimates for each
diagnostic groupare reported separately in Table 2,with only the
mixing parameter differing betweenHVs and PSZ (t85 = 2.04, p =
.04) (see Supplemental Table S2 for individual model parame-
ters). While a group difference (HV vs. PSZ) in the mixing
parameter is in line with previous work (7), it did not survive
Figure 3. Performance on magnitude (mag) and probability (prob)
discrimination trials during the test/transfer phase for each diagnostic group.
(A) Performance on probability (90/1-80/1) and magnitude (90/3-90/1 and
80/2-80/1) discrimination trials. (B) The difference in performance on
magnitude and probability trials. *p, .05, ***p, .001. Small asterisks above
bars represent significance against chance. Error bars reflect 95% confi-
dence intervals. HVs, healthy volunteers; PSZ, people with schizophrenia.

Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Ne
correction for the number of parameters in the model. Crucially,
however, the group difference in the mixing parameter was
driven by motivational deficit (avolition/role-functioning and
anhedonia/asociality subscales) severity (HVs vs. LMD, t58 =
0.70, p = .48, Cohen’s d = .19; HVs vs.MMD, t63 = 2.69, p = .009,
Cohen’s d = .67; LMD vs. MMD, t47 = 1.55, p = .13, Cohen’s d =
.44) (Figure 4) and correlated with Scale for the Assessment of
NegativeSymptoms total severity (Spearman’sr=2.29,p= .04,
df = 48) and Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms
Avolition scores specifically (Spearman’s r =2.28, p = .05). The
lowmeanmixing parameter (.40) suggests thatMMDsubgroups
overutilized actor-critic–type learning, while LMD subgroups
(.57) andHVs (.64) on average reliedmore onQ-learning. HV and
MMD subgroups also marginally differed in ac (t1,63 = 1.99, p =
.052), suggesting that PSZ with motivational deficits updated
their state value less in response to recent outcomes. BPRS
positive symptom scores were not associated with the mixing
parameter (Spearman’s r = 2.03, p = .82).

As predicted, the mixing parameter highly correlated with
the value difference tracking slope in the entire sample, sug-
gesting that greater reliance on Q-learning, in which choice
values converge to their true expected values (16), was asso-
ciated with better probability-magnitude integration (Spear-
man’s r = .39, p , .001). The mixing parameter additionally
correlated with the difference between performance on
magnitude- and probability-discrimination trials (Spearman’s
Figure 4. Hybrid-probability model parameters for healthy volunteers
(HVs) and patients with less severe motivational deficit (LMD) and more
severe motivational deficit (MMD). **p , .01. Error bars reflect 95% confi-
dence intervals.
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r = .38, p , .001). This finding is line with our demonstration of
the actor-critic being insensitive to reward magnitude (see
Model Selection and Comparison in the Supplement) and
suggests that better discrimination of reward magnitude was
associated with more EV-based learning.

These results suggest that increased reliance on stimulus-
response associations and/or decreased use of EV in PSZ
with motivational deficits, as demonstrated by our hybrid-
probability model, is associated with impaired probability-
magnitude integration and may be driven by reduced
sensitivity to reward magnitude specifically.

Hybrid-Probability Model Simulations

Hybrid-probability model learning phase simulations closely
approximated empirical data, with a predicted main effect of
group on accuracy for 90-10/3 (t85 = 3.21, p = .002), 80-20/2
286 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging M
(t85 = 3.52, p , .001), 80-20/1 (t85 = 2.28, p = .03) trials and a
similar nonsignificant trend for 90-10/1 (t85 = 1.61, p = .11)
trials (Figure 5A). Analyses of simulated data revealed either
significant between-group differences or near-significant be-
tween-group differences on all acquisition pair test/transfer
phase trials (90-10/3, t85 = 2.32, p = .02; 80-20/2, t85 = 1.85,
p = .07; 90-10/1, t85 = 2.41, p = .02; 80-20/1, t85 = 1.89, p = .06)
(Figure 5A; n simulations = 20).

Consistent with the empirical test/transfer phase data,
simulations revealed numerically greater deficits in PSZ for
easier choices (i.e., greater EV difference). Greater deficits for
trials on which successful probability-magnitude integration
decreases choice difficulty were also observed in PSZ relative
to HVs (e.g., 90/3-80/1 and 90/3-20/1 [“1.9” and “2.5” in
Figure 5B]). Crucially, the hybrid-probability model predicted a
numerically smaller value difference tracking slope in MMD
Figure 5. Hybrid-probability model simulations.
(A) Simulated performance on acquisition phase
pairs during the learning phase and test/transfer
phase. (B) Simulated test/transfer phase perfor-
mance on novel pairs presented for every value dif-
ference separately (“novel pairs”) and the value
difference tracking (two less severe motivational
deficit [LMD] and one more severe motivational
deficit [MMD] outliers marked in red). *p , .05, **p ,

.01, ***p , .001. Small asterisks above bars repre-
sent significance against chance. Error bars in panel
(A) represent SEM and in (B) reflect 95% confidence
intervals. EV, expected value; HVs, healthy volun-
teers; PSZ, people with schizophrenia.
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(HVs vs. LMD, t56 = 2.44, p = .02; HVs vs. MMD, t62 = 3.44, p =
.001; LMD vs. HMD, t44 = 1.29, p = .20) (Figure 5B). Taken
together, the hybrid-probability model could account for key
aspects of the learning phase and test/transfer phase data, as
well as highly specific performance deficits in PSZ with moti-
vational deficits.

Associations with antipsychotic dosage, model fit, IQ
scores, MATRICS performance, and subgroup analyses in
poor performers and poorly fit subjects are reported in the
Supplemental Results.
DISCUSSION

In contrast to many other RL paradigms, EV-based decision
making in the current study relied on successful integration of
reward probability and magnitude. PSZ were specifically
impaired on trials with greater objective EV difference between
two stimuli, as evidenced by the group difference in the test/
transfer phase value difference tracking slope, which was pri-
marily driven by PSZ with motivational deficits. The inability to
combine reward magnitude and probability in the service of
generating adaptive estimates of EV is in line with a large body
of previous work, including findings of performance deficits in
PSZ on the Iowa Gambling Task (10–12). Additionally, the
finding of greater impairments for easier choices is consistent
with a previously reported smaller value difference tracking
slope in PSZ in the context of an RL paradigm where reward
probability determined stimulus EV (7). Altogether, the current
work reconfirms the notion that performance deficits in PSZ
increase with demands placed on putative prefrontal pro-
cesses involved in EV estimation, a rather robust finding in this
population (6,7,27,28).

Using a previously validated computational approach, we
showed that outcome probability-magnitude integration defi-
cits in PSZ with motivational deficits were driven primarily by
increased reliance on valueless stimulus-associations (actor-
critic), in lieu of EV-based decision making (Q-learning).
Moreover, individual value difference tracking slopes corre-
lated significantly with estimates of individual mixing parame-
ters, which capture the balance between Q-learning and
actor-critic–type learning, suggesting a systematic relation-
ship between EV-based learning and probability-magnitude
integration. Crucially, individual mixing parameters correlated
significantly negatively with motivational deficit severity,
thereby providing formal computational modeling evidence
that impaired probability-magnitude integration in PSZ with
motivational deficits can arise from overutilization of stimulus-
response associations.

The current results are noteworthy because they provide a
first mechanistic explanation of complex EV estimation deficits
in PSZ (with motivational deficits) that result from an inability to
combine different dimensions of reward. Moreover, this work
demonstrates that EV deficits in PSZ with motivational deficits
are observable even when reward value subtly differs between
stimuli, and not only when stimuli from diametrically opposed
contexts (e.g., gain-seeking and/or loss-avoidance) are com-
bined (6,29). Selective associations with negative symptom
severity moreover suggest that probability-magnitude inte-
gration deficits may play a role in the onset of motivational
deficit severity. A failure to appropriately combine reward
Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Ne
magnitude and probability into a single estimate of EV may
lead to a decrease in perceived reward value. Un-
derestimations of EV may change the trade-off between
reward and effort cost, in line with findings that abnormal
effort-cost computations are most pronounced in avolitional
PSZ in conditions with high reward value (30–32). Thus,
probability-magnitude integration deficits may reduce willing-
ness to exert effort, thereby playing a role in the onset of
avolition and anhedonia.

The framework of reduced EV-based learning and/or
increased reliance on stimulus-response associations has
been used previously to explain performance deficits in PSZ
(with motivational deficits), such as insensitivity to gains (6,29)
and a reduced ability to update expectations in response to
positive RPEs (28,33,34). Gold et al. (6) also reported a
selective reduction in the mixing parameter in PSZ with high
motivational deficits during a gain-seeking and/or loss-
avoidance task. More recently, we previously employed this
computational approach to explain increased context-
dependent learning in PSZ (7). Although the mixing param-
eter did not correlate with motivational deficit severity in Her-
naus et al. (7), the critic learning rate (ac, which directly related
to the magnitude of context-dependent learning) was selec-
tively increased in individuals with more severe motivational
deficits. The observation that various manifestations of dis-
rupted processes in EV estimation coalesce in this single
computational framework, and that parameters in this frame-
work relate to motivational deficit severity, increases its
generalizability and suggests potential for the computational
hybrid model as a diagnostic tool for the detection of moti-
vational deficits.

Interestingly, outcome probability-magnitude integration
deficits seemed to be driven by underutilization of reward
magnitude specifically. This interpretation is supported by the
between-group difference in performance improvement owing
to outcome magnitude versus probability increases (while
holding the other constant). This contrast (Figure 3) correlated
with the value difference tracking slope in the entire sample,
suggesting that better performance on magnitude trials was
associated with more efficient probability-magnitude integra-
tion. This observation goes hand in hand with evidence for
increased Q-learning in HV, a framework in which magnitude-
driven RPEs also update EV. Moreover, in model simulations,
we demonstrated that reward magnitude was not used in the
formation of response tendencies in the actor-critic architec-
ture; this was the framework that could account for PSZ per-
formance. Thus, performance and modeling evidence
suggests that undervaluation of reward magnitude was spe-
cifically related to performance deficits in PSZ. This notion is
line with reports on reward processing in anhedonia (35,36)
and with observations in PSZ with motivational deficits dur-
ing a outcome probability-magnitude integration task (14).

Speculating on the neural mechanisms involved, preclinical
work suggests that reward magnitude is encoded by, among
other mechanisms, neurons in the basolateral amygdala and
OFC (37–41). Moreover, lesions to the basolateral amygdala
alter reward magnitude encoding (42) and value-based deci-
sion making (43–45) involving OFC. In contrast, tracking of
reward probability may involve midbrain (46,47) and ventral
striatum (41,48,49), although the latter has also been
uroimaging March 2019; 4:280–290 www.sobp.org/BPCNNI 287
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implicated in reward magnitude processing (41,49). The spe-
cific inability to utilize reward magnitude information in com-
bination with previously reported EV deficits in PSZ may thus
point to a deficit in the basolateral amygdala-OFC projection or
ventral striatum. This is consistent with ventral striatal lesions’
being associated with performance deficits on a stimulus se-
lection task (as employed in the current study), but not an
action learning task, in nonhuman primates (50). This inter-
pretation is further supported by reduced amygdala-
hippocampal RPE and value signals in PSZ (51), as well as
abnormal OFC and striatum outcome and anticipation-related
signals in the psychosis spectrum (52–55), the latter occa-
sionally traveling with motivational deficit severity. Moreover,
deficits in amygdala-OFC coupling have been implicated in the
psychosis spectrum and are associated with symptom severity
(56).

In light of abnormal striatal reward processing signals in
PSZ (54), but relatively intact striatal RPE signals in medicated
PSZ (57), however, performance deficits in our medicated PSZ
sample could also be associated with a change in cortical top-
down projections that influence Q values represented by
striatal neurons (58,59). This view is supported by reduced
OFC-striatal connectivity during effort-based decision making
(60) and anterior cingulate cortex–striatal connectivity during
probabilistic reversal learning (61) in PSZ with motivational
deficits. A better understanding of neural mechanisms asso-
ciated with probability-magnitude integration could be ach-
ieved by disambiguating the neural signals associated with
reward magnitude, reward probability, and probability-
magnitude integration in PSZ. Regardless of the exact neural
mechanism involved, a reduction in RPE signals specifically
and reward processing signals more generally in individuals
with motivational deficits may be associated with a reduction
in phasic dopamine release (62).

In conclusion, we provide formal evidence for the notion
that failure to integrate reward probability and magnitude in
PSZ with motivational deficits is associated with overreliance
on the learning of valueless stimulus-response associations.
Performance improvements associated with increases in
reward magnitude, in combination with analyses using our
computational hybrid model, suggest that such deficits may be
specifically associated with an impairment in the ability to
precisely and adaptively represent reward magnitude. The re-
sults presented here add to the generalizability of the
computational hybrid model in capturing a broad range of EV
estimation deficits in PSZ with motivational deficits.
Limitations

Only a limited number of trials were available to directly
investigate probability and magnitude processing. Moreover,
magnitude and probability were not fully orthogonalized in this
experiment, slightly reducing the total number of trials that
could be used to study reward probability. Importantly, how-
ever, the key aim of this study was to study probability-
magnitude integration deficits in an RL context, rather than
specific deficits in reward magnitude or probability processing.
Moreover, a selective deficit in learning from reward magnitude
is in line with previous work (14,36) and was predicted and
demonstrated by our computational modeling framework. As
288 Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging M
outlined previously (7), there is a possibility that the observed
deficits in PSZ with motivational deficits may reflect a decrease
in model-based processing. One advantage to using Q-
learning to capture deficits in performance is that this algorithm
does not require one to assume that participants rely on any
model-based expectations. Future tasks should focus on
teasing apart model-based predictions from EV (Q)-based
learning in order to provide new insights into RL deficits in
PSZ. Finally, our sample consisted of chronic, medicated PSZ.
While antipsychotic drug doses were not associated with any
outcome measures, a follow-up investigation in antipsychotic-
naïve PSZ could provide more information on symptom-
specificity.
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